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Abstract

The asteroid belt was dynamically shaped during and after planet formation.
Despite representing a broad ring of stable orbits, the belt contains less than
one one-thousandth of an Earth mass. The asteroid orbits are dynamically
excited with a wide range in eccentricity and inclination and their composi-
tions are diverse, with a general trend toward dry objects in the inner belt
and more water-rich objects in the outer belt. Here we review models of
the asteroid belt’s origins and dynamical history. The classical view is that
the belt was born with several Earth masses in planetesimals, then strongly
depleted. However, it is possible that very few planetesimals ever formed in
the asteroid region and that the belt’s story is one of implantation rather
than depletion. A number of processes may have implanted asteroids from
different regions of the Solar System, dynamically removed them, and excited
their orbits. During the gaseous disk phase these include the effects of gi-
ant planet growth and migration and sweeping secular resonances. After the
gaseous disk phase these include scattering from resident planetary embryos,
chaos in the giant planets’ orbits, the giant planet instability, and long-term
dynamical evolution. Different global models for Solar System formation im-
ply contrasting dynamical histories of the asteroid belt. Vesta and Ceres may
have been implanted from opposite regions of the Solar System – Ceres from
the Jupiter-Saturn region and Vesta from the terrestrial planet region – and
could therefore represent very different formation conditions.
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1. The asteroid belt in the context of Solar System formation

The asteroid belt marks the boundary between the rocky and gaseous
planets. It is the widest piece of Solar System real estate between Mercury
and Neptune that does not contain a planet (as measured in dynamical terms:
the orbital period ratio between inner and outer stable orbits within the belt
is > 2, wider than the dynamical spacing between many planets). The belt’s
total mass is less than one one-thousandth of an Earth mass (Krasinsky et al.,
2002; Kuchynka and Folkner, 2013; DeMeo and Carry, 2013). Asteroids’ or-
bits are dynamically excited, with eccentricities ranging from zero to above
0.3 and inclinations from zero to > 20◦. The belt’s composition varies radi-
ally, with S-class objects most common in the inner main belt, C-class objects
dominating the outer main and substantial mixing between the two popula-
tions (Gradie and Tedesco, 1982; DeMeo and Carry, 2013, 2014). S-types are
spectroscopically linked (Burbine et al., 2002) with ordinary chondrite me-
teorites, which have little water (Robert et al., 1977; Alexander et al., 2018)
and C-types with carbonaceous chondrites, which typically have ∼ 10% water
by mass (Kerridge, 1985; Alexander et al., 2018).

Understanding the asteroid belt’s dynamical history is challenging. In
general the more mass in a dynamical system, the more excited it becomes
by self-stirring. For instance, a higher-mass disk of planetesimals excites itself
due to mutual gravitational interactions faster and to a higher degree than
a lower-mass disk (see, for example, Wetherill and Stewart, 1989; Ida and
Makino, 1992; Kokubo and Ida, 2000). The excitation is driven mainly by
the most massive bodies, which grow faster and more massive in higher-mass
disks.

Models for the asteroid belt’s origins make assumptions about the belt’s
birth conditions. The classical view is that the belt was born with several
Earth masses in planetesimals and was subsequently depleted by a factor of∼
1000. That view is a legacy of a terrestrial planet formation that assumes that
disks follow smooth radial surface density profiles (Wetherill, 1980; Chambers
and Wetherill, 1998; Raymond et al., 2014). An alternate view suggests that
the belt was born with very little mass – perhaps none at all – and was
later populated by planetesimals that originated in other parts of the Sun’s
planet-forming disk (e.g. Hansen, 2009; Raymond and Izidoro, 2017b). Such
an assumption is motivated by observations of ringed substructure seen in
the dust component of protoplanetary disks (e.g. ALMA Partnership et al.,
2015; Andrews et al., 2016), as well as models of planetesimal formation
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Figure 1: Orbital and compositional distribution of 8237 asteroids larger than 10 km in
diameter. The symbol size is proportional to actual size and the colors represent asteroid
albedos. Typical albedos of C-types are ∼ 5% and of S-types ∼ 20% (Pravec et al.,
2012). Asteroids with albedos above 0.3 were given colors corresponding to albedos of 0.3.
Asteroid data from mp3c.oca.eu.

in localized concentrations of dust and pebbles (e.g. Johansen et al., 2014;
Birnstiel et al., 2016).

Here we review the dynamical processes that may have sculpted the aster-
oid belt over its history. In the next two subsections we describe the observed
structure of the asteroid belt and present a rough Solar System timeline as
inferred from cosmochemical constraints (see also Chapter 13). In Sect. 2
we examine dynamical processes that may have affected the asteroid belt
during the gaseous disk phase. In Sect. 3 we describe the key processes af-
fecting the belt after gas disk dispersal. In Sect. 4 we show how the asteroid
belt’s story fits within global models of Solar System formation, discuss the
origins of Ceres and Vesta in the context of different models, and highlight
outstanding problems.

1.1. The asteroid belt’s observed structure

Figure 1 shows the orbital distribution of asteroids with diameters D >
10 km. We can distill the asteroid belt’s characteristics down to four broad
constraints that must be matched by any model of Solar System evolution.
These are:
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1. The belt’s very low total mass (∼ 4.5×10−4M⊕; Krasinsky et al., 2002;
Kuchynka and Folkner, 2013; DeMeo and Carry, 2013). Most of the
mass is contained within just four asteroids: Ceres (31% of the total
mass of the belt), Vesta (9%), Pallas (7%) and Hygiea (3%).

2. The orbital structure of the belt. Asteroid orbits are excited, with
eccentricities 0 < e < 0.3 and inclinations 0 < i < 20◦ (Fig. 1) and
modest variations across the main belt (see Fig. 1 from Morbidelli
et al., 2015). There is additional substructure within the belt such as
the Kirkwood gaps at the 3:1, 5:3 and 2:1 resonances and clumps asso-
ciated with asteroid families (see Nesvorný et al., 2015, for a review).

3. The compositional structure of the belt. Taxonomic classification show
that the inner main belt is dominated by S-types and the outer main
belt by C-types (Gradie and Tedesco, 1982; Bus and Binzel, 2002; De-
Meo and Carry, 2013, 2014). D-types are prevalent in the outer main
belt and Jupiter’s 1:1 resonant Trojan swarms (Emery et al., 2015).

4. The asteroid size-frequency distribution (SFD) is top-heavy with the
bulk of the belt’s mass contained in the most massive objects. Given
that the asteroid SFD is likely a signature of accretion via the streaming
instability (e.g. Youdin and Goodman, 2005; Morbidelli et al., 2009;
Johansen et al., 2015; Nesvorný et al., 2019) and subsequent sculpting
by collisional processes rather than dynamical ones (e.g. Bottke et al.,
2005), we will not discuss it further in this review.

1.2. A rough Solar System timeline

The timeline of events that took place during Solar System formation can
be roughly inferred from a combination of astrophysical and cosmochemical
constraints (see also Fig. 9 of Nittler and Ciesla, 2016, and their associated
discussion). Here is a simplified summary of the current thinking:

• The inner Solar System’s first solids – Calcium-Aluminum rich Inclu-
sions, or CAIs – have a narrow range of formation ages centered on
4.568 Gyr (e.g. Bouvier and Wadhwa, 2010; Connelly et al., 2012).
This sets the Solar System’s time zero, the start of planet formation.

• Planetesimals likely formed over roughly the subsequent five million
years, during the gaseous disk phase. Analysis of iron meteorites indi-
cates that their parent bodies formed within ∼ 1 Myr of CAIs (Kruijer
et al., 2014; Schiller et al., 2015; Kruijer et al., 2020), meaning that
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planetesimal formation was underway very quickly. Current think-
ing (see reviews by Johansen et al., 2014, 2015; Birnstiel et al., 2016)
suggests that planetesimals formed as drifting dust was locally concen-
trated to a sufficient degree to trigger gas-particle instabilities such as
the streaming instability (Youdin and Goodman, 2005; Johansen et al.,
2007; Squire and Hopkins, 2018). The resulting planetesimals had sizes
extending to hundreds of km in diameter, with a characteristic size of
∼100 km (Johansen et al., 2015; Simon et al., 2017; Schäfer et al., 2017;
Abod et al., 2019). Indeed, the bump in the size distribution of aster-
oids at D ≃ 100 km can be interpreted as a sign of efficient growth of
100-km-class asteroids (Morbidelli et al. (2009); but see Weidenschilling
(2011)). Planetesimals that formed within 1-2 Myr of CAIs contained
a high enough concentration of the active short-lived radionuclide 26Al
(half life of 717,000 years) to be strongly heated and dried out (Grimm
and McSween, 1993; Lichtenberg et al., 2016; Monteux et al., 2018).
These are the parent bodies of iron meteorites.

• Mars’ growth was nearly complete during the gaseous disk phase. Iso-
topic (Hf/W/Th) analyses of Martian meteorites indicate that it was
mostly formed within a few Myr (Nimmo and Kleine, 2007; Dauphas
and Pourmand, 2011), although a new result indicates that this time-
line may be less well constrained (Marchi et al., 2020). The giant
planet ∼ 10M⊕ cores may also have formed within 1-2 Myr. Circum-
stantial evidence supporting this idea comes from the overlap in ages
of non-carbonaceous and carbonaceous chondrite meteorites (Budde
et al., 2016; Kruijer et al., 2017, 2020, ; see also Chapter 13). As the
components of these meteorites – chondrules – are at the size scale to
drift rapidly within the disk, something must kept them spatially sep-
arated. A candidate mechanism is the pressure trap generated exterior
to the orbit of a large core (Lambrechts and Johansen, 2014; Bitsch
et al., 2018). Another possibility is that these two chondrule reservoirs
were kept apart by structure within the disk itself, unrelated to the
formation of giant planet cores (Brasser and Mojzsis, 2020).

• The gaseous disk dissipated within roughly 5 Myr. Studies of disk
frequencies around star clusters of different ages indicate that disks
usually last a few Myr (Haisch et al., 2001; Mamajek, 2009; Pfalzner
et al., 2014). The latest-forming chondrites (CB chondrites) formed
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∼ 5 Myr after CAIs (Krot et al., 2005; Johnson et al., 2016), possibly
indicating that is when the Sun’s gas disk dissipated. If true, this would
set an upper limit on the timescale of the formation of gas giants.

• Hf/W analyses suggest that the Earth’s final giant collision – the Moon-
forming impact – happened 50-100 Myr after CAIs (Kleine et al., 2009).
This timeframe is consistent with estimates using different methods,
e.g, by calibrating Earth’s late veneer to N-body simulations (Jacobson
et al., 2014) and from a spike in the distribution of shock degassing ages
of meteorites, presumed to originate from collisions between asteroids
and debris from the impact (Bottke et al., 2015). The constraint on the
late veneer’s total mass inferred from highly siderophile elements (Day
et al., 2007; Walker, 2009) disappears if the magma ocean phase lasted
for a sufficient time (see Rubie et al., 2016; Morbidelli et al., 2018).

• The giant planets underwent a dynamical instability no later than 100
Myr after CAIs. The so-called Late Heavy Bombardment (LHB) hy-
pothesis was based on an inferred spike in the age distribution of craters
on the Moon that implied a large flux of impactors in the inner Solar
System roughly 500 Myr after CAIs (Tera et al., 1974; Bottke and
Norman, 2017). The Nice model invokes an instability in the orbits
of the giant planets to explain the LHB (Gomes et al., 2005; Levison
et al., 2010; Deienno et al., 2017). However, new analyses of crater
ages – coupled with cosmochemical constraints and modeling – sug-
gest that the bombardment flux more likely simply followed a smooth
decay (Boehnke and Harrison, 2016; Zellner, 2017; Morbidelli et al.,
2018; Hartmann, 2019). The giant planet instability – which is needed
to explain the giant planets’ orbits as well as the orbital distribution of
irregular satellites, the giant planets’ Trojan asteroids and the Kuiper
belt (see Nesvorný, 2018, for a review) – could have happened anytime
within the first 100 Myr (Nesvorný et al., 2018; Mojzsis et al., 2019),
perhaps during terrestrial planet formation (Clement et al., 2018).

2. Asteroid belt evolution during the gaseous disk phase

The asteroid belt’s story starts with the first planetesimals. Simulations
of planetesimal formation by the streaming instability find that planetesi-
mals form with most of the mass in the largest objects, which are generally
hundreds of km in size (Johansen et al., 2015; Simon et al., 2017; Abod et al.,
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2019). The largest planetesimals grow by accreting other planetesimals (e.g.
Greenberg et al., 1978; Wetherill and Stewart, 1989; Kokubo and Ida, 1998)
as well as mm- to cm-sized ‘pebbles’ that continually drift inward through
the disk due to aerodynamic gas drag (e.g. Weidenschilling, 1977a; Ormel
and Klahr, 2010; Johansen and Lambrechts, 2017). The varying strength of
gas drag can also cause size-sorting of planetesimals. The smallest planetes-
imals undergo radial drift on timescales shorter than the disk’s lifetime but
planetesimals larger than roughly 10 km do not lose enough energy from gas
drag to significantly alter their orbital radii (although this depends on the
disk properties; Adachi et al., 1976).

A massive population of planetesimals undergoes gravitational self-stirring,
which acts to excite their orbital eccentricities and inclinations (e.g. Ida and
Makino, 1992). While the level of excitation is low, the collisional cross
sections of the largest planetesimals are augmented by gravitational focus-
ing and these objects can undergo runaway growth (Greenberg et al., 1978;
Wetherill and Stewart, 1989, 1993; Kokubo and Ida, 1998; Rafikov, 2003).
However, when the largest objects become massive enough they excite the
random velocities of planetesimals to such a degree that gravitational fo-
cusing is shut down and their growth slows and transitions to the so-called
oligarchic regime (Ida and Makino, 1993; Kokubo and Ida, 1998, 2000; Lein-
hardt and Richardson, 2005). The most massive objects are typically Moon-
to Mars-mass (in the inner Solar System) and are called planetary embryos.

A well-studied model proposes that the asteroids’ eccentricities and incli-
nations were excited by planetary embryos that formed within the belt (Wether-
ill, 1992; Chambers and Wetherill, 2001; Petit et al., 2001; O’Brien et al.,
2007). For historical reasons, and because of the connection between Mars’
accretion and the asteroid belt’s excitation (Izidoro et al., 2015), we will
discuss this theory in the context of gas-free dynamics in Sect. 3.1.

2.1. Implantation of planetesimals driven by the giant planets’ growth

Two gas giants formed next door to the asteroid belt. Let us consider
how this process affected the belt.

The prevailing model for gas giant formation proposes that giant planets
first grow cores of ∼ 5 − 10M⊕, which gravitationally accrete gas from the
disk (Mizuno, 1980; Pollack et al., 1996; Ida and Lin, 2004; Piso and Youdin,
2014). The early phase of gas accretion is slow and limited by cooling and
contraction of the gaseous envelope (Ikoma et al., 2000; Hubickyj et al.,
2005) as well as the gas supply from the disk (Fung et al., 2014; Lambrechts
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and Lega, 2017; Lambrechts et al., 2019). Most growing giant planets may
not get past this phase, which would explain why Neptunes are much more
common than Jupiters among extra-solar planets (e.g. Suzuki et al., 2016).
When the mass in the planet’s gaseous envelope becomes comparable to the
core mass, gas accretion accelerates (Pollack et al., 1996; Ikoma et al., 2001;
Lissauer et al., 2009). The growing planet also carves an annular gap in the
gas disk (Lin and Papaloizou, 1986; Bryden et al., 1999; Crida et al., 2006).

The phase of rapid gas accretion onto a giant planet core destabilizes
nearby orbits. A planetesimal orbiting the Sun in the vicinity of a giant
planet core is stable as long as its orbit remains well-separated from that
of the core. The critical distance for stability of a small object orbiting the
Sun near a massive core is 2

√
3 ≈ 3.5 times the core’s Hill radius RH =

a(m/3M⊙)
1/3, where a is the core’s orbital radius, m is its mass and M⊙

is the Sun’s mass (Marchal and Bozis, 1982; Gladman, 1993). As the core
rapidly increases in mass, its Hill sphere increases in size. This means that
nearby objects that were once on stable orbits are destabilized.

Figure 2 shows how Jupiter and Saturn’s growth invariably implants C-
types into the asteroid belt. This is a simple consequence of the combined
effects of orbital destabilization, gravitational scattering and aerodynamic
gas drag. There are two populations of implanted objects: those trapped on
stable orbits within the asteroid belt and those scattered past the belt to-
ward the terrestrial planets (perhaps to deliver water to the growing Earth;
see Meech and Raymond, 2019). The balance between these two outcomes
depends on the strength of gas drag (Raymond and Izidoro, 2017a). For
stronger gas drag implantation is favored, and for weaker gas drag scattering
toward the terrestrial planets dominates. The strength of gas drag is a func-
tion of both 1) the density of the gaseous disk and therefore the timing of
scattering, as the gas disk’s density decays in time; and 2) the planetesimal
size, with smaller planetesimals feeling stronger drag.

Planetesimals are implanted throughout the asteroid belt but preferen-
tially in the outer main belt (Raymond and Izidoro, 2017a; Kretke et al.,
2017; Ronnet et al., 2018). Implanted planetesimals roughly match the dis-
tribution of C-type asteroids. The source region for C-types implanted in the
belt in the simulation from Fig. 2 was ∼ 5 au-wide, from 4 to 9 au. That rep-
resents an absolute minimum width for the source region because migration
was not included. When migration of Jupiter and Saturn is accounted for,
the source region widens to ∼10-20 au (Walsh et al., 2011; Raymond and
Izidoro, 2017a; Pirani et al., 2019, this will be discussed in more detail in
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Figure 2: Injection of planetesimals into the inner Solar System due to Jupiter and Sat-
urn’s rapid gas accretion (from Raymond and Izidoro, 2017a). In this simulation the
giant planets’ cores (initially 3M⊕) underwent rapid gas accretion from 100-200 kyr (for
Jupiter) and 300-400 kyr (for Saturn). The gaseous disk structure responded to the giant
planets’ growth (from hydrodynamical models of Morbidelli and Crida, 2007). As the
giant planets increased in mass, the orbits of nearby planetesimals (whose colors corre-
spond to their starting orbital radii) were destabilized and gravitationally scattered by the
giant planets onto eccentric orbits. Under the action of gas drag (assuming D = 100 km),
some planetesimals were trapped on stable orbits within the main belt. These may be the
present-day C-type asteroids. In this simulation giant planet migration was not accounted
for, so the 5 au-wide source region for C-types is the narrowest it could possibly be; when
migration is included planetesimals can be implanted into the belt from as far out as 20-30
au (Raymond and Izidoro, 2017a; Pirani et al., 2019).
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Sect. 2.2). This broad source region, as well as the multiple different epochs
of implantation (corresponding to, at a minimum, the rapid gas accretion of
Jupiter and Saturn and the inward migration of the ice giants), may help
to explain the compositional diversity seen in carbonaceous chondrites and
among C-types (e.g. Vernazza et al., 2017; Alexander et al., 2018). And if
the C-types and Earth’s water share a common dynamical source then this
naturally explains the isotopic (e.g., D/H and 15/14N) match between car-
bonaceous chondrites and Earth’s water (Marty and Yokochi, 2006; Marty,
2012; Meech and Raymond, 2019).

The results of Fig. 2 imply that a large fraction of the asteroid belt –
perhaps all of the C-types and even other classes in the outer belt – was im-
planted from the Jupiter-Saturn region and beyond. This includes Ceres, the
largest asteroid (D = 946 km), which is located at the (admittedly broad)
peak in the distribution of D =1000 km planetesimals implanted in the simu-
lations of Raymond and Izidoro (2017a). The idea that Ceres was implanted
from the Jupiter-Saturn region appears consistent with its inferred composi-
tion, which is broadly similar to carbonaceous chondrites (e.g. Bland et al.,
2016; Prettyman et al., 2017; McSween et al., 2018; Marchi et al., 2019).

This process cannot completely explain the C-types. The implanted ob-
jects nicely match the radial distribution of C-types, but the model does not
match their observed eccentricity and inclination distributions, and so an-
other source of excitation is required. In addition, the population of planetes-
imals that existed in the Jupiter-Saturn region when they underwent rapid
gas accretion is uncertain. Given the high efficiency of implantation (Ray-
mond and Izidoro, 2017a), it is possible that they did not represent a large
mass. For example, in the simulation from Fig. 2 about 10% of 100 km plan-
etesimals from the Jupiter-Saturn region were implanted onto stable orbits
within the main belt. Allowing for an order of magnitude depletion, that
would imply < 0.01M⊕ in planetesimals in the source region. Such a low
mass in planetesimals would be consistent with giant planet cores growing
by pebble accretion (Lambrechts and Johansen, 2012; Levison et al., 2015)
but not by planetesimal accretion. Finally, Jupiter’s growth may also have
affected the collisional environment within the belt, by increasing the typical
collision velocity between asteroids (Turrini et al., 2012; Turrini and Svetsov,
2014).
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2.2. Effect of giant planet migration

Migration is a central mechanism of planet formation (Kley and Nelson,
2012; Baruteau et al., 2014). Planets with masses as low as Earth’s and
Mars’ exchange angular momentum with the gas disk, which acts both to
damp their orbital eccentricities and inclinations (Papaloizou and Larwood,
2000; Tanaka and Ward, 2004) and to induce radial migration (Goldreich
and Tremaine, 1980; Ward, 1986). Low-mass planets – in the so-called type I
regime – migrate through the disk because of torques from non-axisymmetric
density perturbations, whereas more massive planets open radial gaps in the
disk and their migration is linked with the disk’s viscous evolution in the
type II regime (Ward, 1997).

2.2.1. Effect of migrating giant planet cores

The giant planet cores formed while the gas disk was still dense and likely
migrated. The effect of the cores’ migration on the inner Solar System has
not been extensively studied because of large uncertainties. Some simula-
tions show that the inward migration of large cores would have devastated
the growing terrestrial planets (Izidoro et al., 2014). Other simulations find
that the absence of planets interior to Mercury could be explained if the seed
of Jupiter’s core formed very close to the Sun and migrated outward (Ray-
mond et al., 2016). Both scenarios fall within the realm of possibility given
the uncertainty in the underlying structure and evolution of the Sun’s pro-
toplanetary disk (see Morbidelli and Raymond, 2016). Yet the fact that we
have a system of outer giant planets rather than close-in super-Earths sug-
gests that the migration of the giant planets’ cores was limited, although the
reason behind their staying in the outer Solar System remains a central prob-
lem in planet formation (see discussion in Raymond et al., 2018). A model
based on migration and pebble accretion found that Jupiter’s core may have
originated at 20-25 au and undergone large-scale inward migration to end up
at ∼5 au (Bitsch et al., 2015). This begs the question of the fate of the solids
that formed interior to 20-25 au. Another possibility is that Jupiter quickly
transitioned to the slower, type II migration regime (perhaps because the
disk’s viscosity was very low) and acted as a barrier to the inward migration
of the ice giants and Saturn’s core (Izidoro et al., 2015).

2.2.2. The Grand Tack

The Grand Tack model (Walsh et al., 2011) relies on a particular type of
migration pathway for Jupiter and Saturn that comes directly from hydro-
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dynamical simulations by Masset and Snellgrove (2001). The scenario is as
follows. After it opened a gap in the disk Jupiter migrated inward. Saturn
accreted gas, started to open a gap and migrated inward rapidly. Saturn
caught up to Jupiter and became trapped in the outer 2:3 or 1:2 mean mo-
tion resonance with Jupiter. The two planets shared a common gap within
the disk, which changed the flow of gas and the associated torque balance.
The two planets subsequently migrated outward (this mechanism has been
demonstrated by a number of authors – Masset and Snellgrove, 2001; Mor-
bidelli et al., 2007; Pierens and Nelson, 2008; Crida et al., 2009; Zhang and
Zhou, 2010; Pierens and Raymond, 2011; Pierens et al., 2014). Outward mi-
gration stopped as the disk dissipated or perhaps at an asymptotic radius if
the disk was flared.

The Grand Tack model invokes this inward-then-outward migration of
Jupiter to sculpt the inner Solar System (Walsh et al., 2011, 2012; Raymond
and Morbidelli, 2014; Jacobson and Morbidelli, 2014; Brasser et al., 2016;
Walsh and Levison, 2016; Deienno et al., 2019). The model requires that
Jupiter’s turnaround point was at 1.5-2 au, in which case Jupiter would de-
plete Mars’ feeding zone but not Earth’s, thus explaining the large Earth/Mars
mass ratio (sometimes called the ‘small Mars’ problem; Wetherill, 1991; Ray-
mond et al., 2009).

In the Grand Tack scenario the asteroid belt was emptied then re-populated
from multiple reservoirs (Fig. 3). During Jupiter’s inward migration, plan-
etesimals interior to Jupiter’s starting orbit were either shepherded inward
or scattered outward. Planetesimals shepherded inward became building
blocks of the terrestrial planets while those that were scattered outward were
stranded on eccentric orbits exterior to Jupiter. When Jupiter and Saturn
migrated back outward they encountered the scattered planetesimals. Most
planetesimals were ejected but a fraction were scattered inward and stranded
on stable orbits as the giant planets migrated away. The gas giants then en-
countered planetesimals that had originated farther out in the disk, between
and beyond the giant planets. Most of these were again ejected but a fraction
was stranded on orbits interior to the outward-migrating giant planets.

The top panel of Fig. 3 shows the radial distribution of inner-disk plan-
etesimals that started interior to Jupiter’s orbit and ended up on stable orbits
in the asteroid belt (from Walsh et al., 2011). Planetesimals were scattered
outward then back inward, finishing on orbits similar to their initial ones.
However, only ∼ 0.1% of planetesimals followed this evolutionary path; most
were accreted by the terrestrial planets or ejected by Jupiter. The middle
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Figure 3: Depletion and re-population of the asteroid belt in the Grand Tack model, from
Walsh et al. (2011). Panel a: The radial distribution of “S-type” objects that ended up
in the main belt. These objects started off between 2 and 3 au, were scattered outward by
Jupiter as it migrated inward, and were then scattered back inward as Jupiter migrated
back outward, ending up with roughly the same radial distribution as they started with
but with an efficiency of re-implantation of ∼0.1%. Panel b: The radial distribution of
planetesimals trapped in the main belt. The red curve corresponds to S-types, which are
assumed to have originated interior to Jupiter. The light and dark blue curves correspond
to C-types that originated in between and beyond the giant planets, respectively. Panels
c and d: The inclination and eccentricity distributions of planetesimals trapped in the
belt at the end of the simulation. Although their orbits are more excited than the actual
belt, Deienno et al. (2016) showed that this becomes consistent with the present-day belt,
given that high-eccentricity asteroids are unstable on Gyr timescales.
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panel shows how, after the giant planets’ migration, the inner main belt is
dominated by inner disk planetesimals and the outer main belt by planetes-
imals that originated between and beyond the giant planets’ orbits. This is
a simple consequence of timing. The orbital radii of scattered planetesimals
correlates with Jupiter’s orbital radius at the time of scattering. Because
the inner-disk planetesimals were encountered first during the giant planets’
outward migration when Jupiter was closer-in, they were trapped on closer-
in orbits than the outer-disk planetesimals that were encountered later when
Jupiter was farther out (Walsh et al., 2011, 2012).

The bottom two panels of Fig. 3 show the orbital distribution of planetesi-
mals trapped within the belt after the giant planets’ migration was complete.
While the asteroids’ orbits are quite excited, they become consistent with the
present-day belt as high-eccentricity (e & 0.2) planetesimals are destabilized
over Solar System history (Deienno et al., 2016). The Grand Tack has the
strength of both exciting and depleting the belt. It can also match the belt’s
compositional dichotomy if one makes simple assumptions about the nature
of planetesimals that formed in different regions – that inner-disk planetes-
imals are linked with S-types and, as in the implantation simulation from
Fig. 2, outer disk planetesimals are linked with C-types.

Of course, the Grand Tack is built on a single migration pathway for
the giant planets among many (e.g. Pierens et al., 2014). While long-range
outward migration of Jupiter and Saturn has been shown to be robust under
certain assumptions related to the disk properties, it only holds for a range of
mass ratios for Jupiter and Saturn (Masset and Snellgrove, 2001). It remains
to be seen whether the appropriate mass ratio can be maintained during long-
range outward migration when gas accretion onto the planets is taken into
account in a realistic fashion.

2.2.3. Inward-migrating Jupiter and Saturn

Giant planets typically migrate inward (e.g. Ward, 1997). As it migrates,
the planetesimals a giant planet encounters may be shepherded inward by
mean motion resonances, accreted, or scattered (Tanaka and Ida, 1999; Fogg
and Nelson, 2005, 2007; Raymond et al., 2006; Mandell et al., 2007; Ray-
mond et al., 2016, ; this is like Jupiter’s inward migration in Fig. 3). The
balance between outcomes depends on the planet’s mass and migration rate
as well as the strength of the dissipation (aerodynamic or other drag) felt by
the planetesimals. For inward-migrating gas giants in current disk models,
shepherding dominates.
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Bitsch et al. (2015) showed that, including the effects of pebble accre-
tion and migration in an evolving disk, Jupiter’s core may have originated
at ∼ 20 au. Pirani et al. (2019) imposed this growth and migration his-
tory and studied its effect on a population of planetesimals. They found
that planetesimals were shepherded by strong resonances, as expected, and
that certain populations of near-resonant asteroids (e.g., the 3:2 resonant
Hildas) were broadly matched. They also matched the observed asymmetry
among Jupiter’s 1:1 resonant populations (the so-called Trojans), for which
the leading population outnumbers the trailing one. In addition to specific
populations of asteroids, inward migration also implants planetesimals into
the outer asteroid belt, expanding the source region for C-types to be 5-20 au
in width (Raymond and Izidoro, 2017a; Pirani et al., 2019), although a large
fraction of implanted outer disk planetesimals originate in the present-day
Jupiter-Saturn region. It remains to be seen whether this model can fully
explain the Trojan population (see Pirani et al., 2019). Specific challenges
include matching the Trojans’ broad inclination distribution, reconciling the
fact that Jupiter’s Trojans are mainly D-types rather than C-types (Emery
et al., 2015) with their source location, and that most Trojans should not
survive the giant planet instability (Morbidelli et al., 2005; Nesvorný et al.,
2013).

A purely inward migration of Jupiter would not significantly deplete the
belt, so another mechanism is required to explain the belt’s very low to-
tal mass. For example, the belt may simply never have contained much
mass in planetesimals; this is the foundation of the Low-mass Asteroid belt
model (Hansen, 2009; Dra̧żkowska et al., 2016; Raymond and Izidoro, 2017b).
Global models that match all of the asteroid belt constraints will be discussed
in Sect. 4 (see Raymond et al., 2018, for building global models for Solar
System- and exoplanet formation).

2.3. Effect of secular resonance sweeping during disk dissipation

The gaseous disk’s dissipation – and its changing gravitational poten-
tial – caused the locations of secular resonances with the giant planets to
shift (Heppenheimer, 1980; Ward, 1981). Certain strong resonances may
have swept across the asteroid belt (Lemaitre and Dubru, 1991; Lecar and
Franklin, 1997). Secular resonances such as the ν6 and ν16 strongly excite
eccentricities and inclinations of small bodies and, in the present-day Solar
System, excite asteroids to the point that they become unstable and are lost
from the belt (see, e.g., Morbidelli and Henrard, 1991; Gladman et al., 1997).
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Sweeping secular resonances have been invoked to explain the primordial
excitation of the asteroid belt (Lecar and Franklin, 1997; Nagasawa et al.,
2000, 2001, 2002). When gas drag (either aerodynamic or tidal) is accounted
for, inward-sweeping secular resonances may even act to clear large planetary
embryos from the belt and this process has even been invoked to explain the
terrestrial planets’ orbital structure (Nagasawa et al., 2005; Thommes et al.,
2008; Bromley and Kenyon, 2017). However, the secular resonance sweeping
model suffers from a self-consistency problem. Secular resonances require
non-circular, non-coplanar giant planet orbits. The studies presented above
assumed that the giant planets were on their present-day orbits during the
late parts of the gaseous disk phase. But we know this was not the case be-
cause planet-disk interactions would very rapidly have decreased their orbital
eccentricities and inclinations and driven the planets into a resonant config-
uration. This is the generic outcome of hydrodynamical simulations (e.g.
Morbidelli et al., 2007; Kley and Nelson, 2012; Baruteau et al., 2014; Pierens
et al., 2014). When plausible orbits for the giant planets are used, sweeping
secular resonances are far too weak to excite the asteroids (O’Brien et al.,
2007). Future work may revive the sweeping secular resonance model if it is
shown that giant planets can indeed maintain significant orbital eccentricities
and/or inclinations during the gaseous disk phase.

3. Evolution of the asteroid belt after dispersal of the gaseous disk

We now turn our attention to the asteroid belt’s dynamical evolution
after the dispersal of the gaseous disk. This covers the vast majority of our
system’s history. We first discuss gravitational self-stirring of the belt (Sect.
3.1). Next we show how asteroids are implanted from the terrestrial planet
region (Sect. 3.2) and how the belt may have been chaotically excited by
the giant planets (Sect. 3.3). The giant planet instability is likely to have
depleted and excited the belt and implanted outer disk planetesimals (Sect.
3.4).

3.1. Gravitational self-stirring of the belt

The so-called classical model of terrestrial planet formation assumes that
the terrestrial planets formed locally from a massive disk of planetesimals (see
Wetherill, 1980; Chambers, 2001; Raymond et al., 2014). There is a rich lit-
erature on the growth of rocky planetary embryos by accretion in swarms
of planetesimals (e.g. Safronov, 1969; Greenberg et al., 1978; Wetherill and
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Stewart, 1989; Kokubo and Ida, 2000), with a possible contribution from
pebbles (Levison et al., 2015; Schiller et al., 2018; Schiller et al., 2020; Budde
et al., 2019). When planetary embryos enter the oligarchic regime the distri-
bution of planetesimals’ random velocities (and thus their eccentricities and
inclinations) becomes dominated by gravitational scattering by embryos (Ida
and Makino, 1993; Kokubo and Ida, 2000). The level of excitation is related
to the escape velocity from the largest embryos relative to the escape velocity
from the Sun at the same orbital distance; this ratio is sometimes called the
Safronov number (Safronov, 1969).

Early studies showed that the primordial asteroid belt could have been
excited to its current level in eccentricity and inclination by a population
of Moon- to Mars-mass planetary embryos (Wetherill, 1992; Chambers and
Wetherill, 2001; Petit et al., 2001; O’Brien et al., 2007). There are constraints
on this model. First, embryos could not have survived in the belt for too
long because they would open gaps in the distribution of asteroids that are
not seen (see Fig. 1 in Raymond et al., 2009). These gaps could have been
smeared out to some degree during the giant planet instability but only for
certain evolutionary scenarios (Brasil et al., 2016). Simulations of terrestrial
planet formation in the context of the classical model often strand embryos in
the belt (e.g. Raymond et al., 2006, 2009; Fischer and Ciesla, 2014). Second,
the total amount of mass contained in the asteroid belt must have remained
consistent with the mass distribution of the terrestrial planets (see below).

Figure 4 shows how, in the self-stirring model, the level of excitation of
the asteroids is linked with the mass of Mars (Izidoro et al., 2015). This is
a consequence of the mass distribution of the belt. In simulations in a rela-
tively shallow disk (i.e., with large asteroidal mass), massive embryos in the
belt stirred up the eccentricities and inclinations of the asteroids, although
embryos were often stranded within the belt. While this is inconsistent with
the present-day Solar System, the more severe problem for shallow-disk sim-
ulations comes from the terrestrial planets. These simulations suffer from
the ‘small Mars problem’ (Wetherill, 1991; Raymond et al., 2009): they sys-
tematically form Mars analogs that are far more massive than the real one.
There is simply too much mass in Mars’ feeding zone.

In simulations in a very steep disk (right-hand panels of Fig. 4) much
less mass starts off in the asteroid belt and no embryos more massive than
10−3M⊕ form past roughly 2 au (see Izidoro et al., 2015, for details). Given
the mass deficit in Mars’ feeding zone these simulations form terrestrial plan-
ets that match the real ones, with Earth/Mars mass ratios comparable to the
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Figure 4: The connection between asteroid belt excitation and terrestrial planet formation
in the classical model. The three panels on the left come from a suite of simulations
containing rocky planetary embryos and planetesimals within a disk following a surface
density profile Σ ∝ r−x, where x = 2.5, and the ones on the right are from analogous
simulations in a disk with a much steeper radial surface density gradient (x = 5.5). Note
that the minimum-mass solar nebula model has x = 1.5 (Weidenschilling, 1977b; Hayashi,
1981) and observations of the outer parts of protoplanetary disks find x = 0.5−1 (Andrews
et al., 2009; Williams and Cieza, 2011). Top: Mass vs orbital separation for the surviving
planets after 700 Myr of evolution. Middle: Eccentricity vs. orbital radius of all surviving
bodies. Bottom: Inclination vs. orbital radius for surviving bodies. Circles represent
surviving planetary embryos or planets and dots are planetesimals. The main asteroid
belt is shaded.The actual terrestrial planets are shown with solid triangles. From Izidoro
et al. (2015). 18



real one. However, the mass deficit in the asteroid belt suppresses self-stirring
such that the asteroids’ eccentricities and inclinations are too low, especially
in the outer main belt.

This argument illustrates the no-win nature of the self-stirring model (at
least in the context of the classical model of terrestrial planet formation; we
will discuss alternatives in Sect. 4). Either the belt is self-excited but Mars
is far too massive or the correct Earth/Mars mass ratio is matched but the
asteroid belt is under-excited (Izidoro et al., 2015).

3.2. Implantation of asteroids from the terrestrial planet region

There is ample circumstantial evidence that the terrestrial planets grew
from a population of ∼Mars-mass planetary embryos (see discussion in Mor-
bidelli et al., 2012). During this process – which lasted at least until Earth’s
last giant impact at 50-100 Myr (Kleine et al., 2009; Jacobson et al., 2014;
Bottke et al., 2015) – planetesimals were frequently scattered in all direc-
tions by planetary embryos. Most planetesimals ended up being accreted by
a growing planet or ejected after a close encounter with Jupiter (Raymond
et al., 2006), but a small fraction were implanted into the asteroid belt.

Bottke et al. (2006) proposed that the parent bodies of iron meteorites
were implanted from the terrestrial planet-forming region. They found that
roughly one in a thousand terrestrial planetesimals was scattered outward by
successive encounters with embryos and ended up on a stable orbit within the
belt (see also Mastrobuono-Battisti and Perets, 2017). While the mechanism
of implantation was conceptually sound, these studies piggybacked on the
classical model of terrestrial planet formation and therefore suffered from
the same fatal flaw. Implantation relied on a chain of embryos that scatter
planetesimals outward from roughly 1 au to the main belt. Those same chains
of embryos formed Mars analogs that were far too massive (once again, the
dreaded ‘small Mars’ problem Wetherill, 1991; Raymond et al., 2009).

Hansen (2009) proposed that the initial conditions being used in clas-
sical model simulations were not the real ones. He showed that the large
Earth/Mars mass ratio was naturally matched if the terrestrial planets did
not form from a broad disk but from a narrow annulus from 0.7-1 au. Mars
and Mercury were scattered out of the annulus and starved whereas Earth
and Venus grew massive within the annulus (see also Kaib and Cowan, 2015;
Raymond and Izidoro, 2017b). More detailed simulations find that this evo-
lution may require embryos to form very quickly within the annulus (or the
annulus to have shaped by external forces as in the Grand Tack model; see
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Figure 5: Radial distribution of a 100% implanted asteroid belt (adapted from Raymond
and Izidoro, 2017b). The red curve indicates asteroids scattered into the main belt from
the terrestrial planet-forming region, and the blue curve are asteroids scattered inward
during Jupiter and Saturn’s growth (by the mechanism illustrated in Fig. 2).

Jacobson and Morbidelli, 2014); otherwise, a narrow annulus of planetesimals
rapidly spreads out and systems that emerge often fail to match the real ter-
restrial planets using metrics such as the radial mass concentration (Walsh
and Levison, 2016; Deienno et al., 2019).

Within the framework of a narrow annulus, Raymond and Izidoro (2017b)
showed that planetesimals are implanted into the asteroid belt from the ter-
restrial planet-forming region. While the efficiency of implantation was only
∼ 10−3 this was sufficient to implant all of the S-types, even accounting for
later dynamical losses (e.g., during the giant planet instability). It is inter-
esting to note that the rate of implantation of terrestrial planetesimals from a
narrow annulus (as in Raymond and Izidoro, 2017b) is only modestly smaller
than from a broad disk (as in Bottke et al., 2006).

Implantation of asteroids from a terrestrial annulus is slightly different
than from a broad disk. Figure 5 shows the distribution of implanted ter-
restrial planetesimals from Raymond and Izidoro (2017b). Planetesimals
are continually scattered by growing embryos onto eccentric orbits that may
cross the asteroid belt. These orbits have semimajor axes within the aster-
oid region but their eccentricities are too high. Two mechanisms can drop
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their eccentricities (under gas-free conditions). First, a planetesimal can be
scattered into a strong mean motion resonance with Jupiter, which causes
an angular momentum exchange that can drop the planetesimal’s eccentric-
ity. Planetesimals in or near the 3:1 resonance with Jupiter can be seen in
Fig. 5 as the peak at ∼ 2.55 au. Resonant planetesimals with high eccentric-
ities are not stable for long timescales unless another event can drop their
eccentricities further, for example the Kozai resonance within mean motion
resonances, which offers a robust path to low eccentricity. A planetesimal
trapped on a resonant orbit with Jupiter when the giant planet instability
took place may have ended up on a long term stable orbit if it was removed
from resonance as Jupiter’s orbit shifted (see Sect. 3.4 below).

The second mechanism for trapping scattered planetesimals relies on em-
bryo scattering. During accretion embryos scatter each other onto asteroid
belt-crossing orbits, sometimes crossing Jupiter’s orbit (often leading to ejec-
tion from the Solar System). When a scattered embryo encounters a scattered
planetesimal with a random phase, the planetesimal’s eccentricity can either
increase or decrease. If the eccentricity increases the planetesimal crosses
Jupiter’s orbit and is quickly ejected. But if the eccentricity decreases the
planetesimal may be trapped on a stable, non-resonant orbit within the main
belt. This mechanism was the most effective in implanting terrestrial plan-
etesimals into the belt in the simulations from Fig. 5. Scattered embryos do
not survive in the belt but end up either colliding with a growing terrestrial
planet or being ejected.

A primordial empty asteroid belt would have been populated with scat-
tered planetesimals that roughly match the present-day belt’s radial distri-
bution. Fig. 5 shows the radial distribution of planetesimals implanted as a
byproduct of the giant planets’ growth from a suite of simulations like the
one from Fig. 2. This matches the compositional distribution of the belt if
we associate terrestrial planet-forming planetesimals with S-types and giant
planet-region planetesimals with C-types.

It is not clear that planetesimals from the terrestrial planet-forming region
should be associated with S-types. Ordinary chondrite meteorites (sourced
from S-type asteroids; Bus and Binzel, 2002) are compositionally different
than Earth (e.g Warren, 2011). While chemical models for Earth’s growth
allow for a contribution from ordinary chondrites they generally find that
Earth is mostly made from Enstatite chondrite-like material (e.g. Dauphas,
2017). Given that the dynamical mechanism of planetesimal implantation
is robust, it is unclear whether S-types are indeed representative of the ter-
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restrial planet-forming region but the terrestrial planetesimals’ compositions
varied in time and/or with radial distance (e.g. Schiller et al., 2018), or
whether implanted planetesimals simply only represent a fraction of inner
belt asteroids (perhaps Enstatites).

3.3. Chaotic excitation by Jupiter and Saturn

Izidoro et al. (2016) showed that chaos in the orbits of Jupiter and Saturn
could have excited the asteroids’ orbits. Emerging from the gaseous disk,
Jupiter and Saturn’s orbits sometimes exhibit chaotic evolution. This is more
likely if Jupiter and Saturn were in 2:1 resonance rather than in 3:2, although
chaotic configurations exist throughout the relevant parameter space.

Figure 6 shows how the asteroids are excited when the giant planets
exhibit regular or chaotic motion. In the left-hand simulation, the peaked
frequency spectrum indicates that the system is dominated by a small number
of fundamental modes and that Jupiter and Saturn’s orbits are evolving
regularly. Secular resonances within the belt – corresponding to specific
locations within at which asteroids’ precession rates match these frequencies
– remain fixed. Asteroids’ eccentricities and inclinations are only excited in
those locations. This does not reproduce the observed distribution (shown
as the grey points in the bottom two panels), with asteroids excited across
the width of the belt (see also Fig. 1).

In contrast, when Jupiter and Saturn evolve chaotically they excite the
entire width of the asteroid belt (Izidoro et al., 2016). In the right-hand sim-
ulation of Fig. 6, Jupiter and Saturn’s initial orbits evolved chaotically, as
shown by the broad (not peaked) precession frequency spectrum. The plan-
ets’ precession frequencies underwent chaotic jumps, causing the locations of
secular resonances to jump to different orbital radii. This acts to excite the
full width of the belt. In the example from Fig. 6 the belt may even have
been over-excited, as there is a large population of asteroids with inclinations
above 20◦ that cannot easily be removed (Roig and Nesvorný, 2015; Deienno
et al., 2016, 2018).

For this chaos-driven mechanism to be responsible for exciting the belt,
two conditions must apply. First, the belt’s mass must initially have been
low. If the primordial belt was massive then perturbations between objects
would overwhelm the secular resonant perturbations. Of course, if the pri-
mordial belt contained a lot of mass then it would simply have self-excited
(Fig. 4). Second, the giant planets must have spent enough time in a chaotic
configuration to excite the whole belt. It is plausible to imagine that the
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Figure 6: Chaotic excitation of the asteroid belt (from Izidoro et al., 2016). Left: An
example simulation in which Jupiter and Saturn’s evolution is regular, with the planets
locked in 2:1 resonance as an outcome of their migration within the gaseous disk (Pierens
et al., 2014). Right: An example simulation in which Jupiter and Saturn’s eccentricity
is only slightly higher (0.03 rather than 0.025) than in the panels on the left but their
evolution is chaotic. The top panels show the frequency spectrum of each system and
the bottom panels show the asteroid belt’s inclinations and eccentricities, as compared
with the present-day main belt (in red). Chaos in the giant planets’ orbits causes secular
resonances to have a broad frequency spectrum and act to excite asteroids across the entire
belt rather than only at specific orbital radii.
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giant planets emerged from the gaseous disk in a chaotic configuration (with
a low-mass asteroid belt) and then excited the asteroids’ orbits during an
interval of at least a few Myr before the onset of the giant planet instabil-
ity (Izidoro et al., 2016).

3.4. Effect of the giant planet instability: dynamical excitation, radial mixing
and implantation

It is now well-accepted that the giant planets underwent a dynamical
instability after their formation (see review by Nesvorný, 2018). The giant
planet instability offers an elegant explanation for many small body Solar
System populations and has important consequences for the asteroid belt.
In the upcoming subsections we first discuss the instability itself and then
the implications of the instability for the asteroid belt. We discuss the im-
plantation of outer Solar System planetesimals, the depletion and excitation
of the belt and the smearing out of asteroid families. Finally, we discuss how
the final phase of spreading out of Jupiter and Saturn’s orbits appears to have
left its imprint in the inclination distribution of the inner belt asteroids.

3.4.1. The giant planet instability

The idea that the giant planets’ orbits have changed since their for-
mation was inferred by Fernandez and Ip (1984) by considering the back-
reaction of planetesimals scattered into the inner Solar System. This is
called planetesimal-driven migration. Neptune, Uranus or Saturn are not
massive enough to scatter planetesimals to hyperbolic orbits (e.g. Duncan
et al., 1987). Planetesimals instead are scattered inward by Neptune, Uranus
and Saturn, and then Jupiter scatters them out to interstellar space. Orbital
energy conservation dictates that Neptune, Uranus and Saturn migrate out-
ward whereas Jupiter migrates in. Malhotra (1993, 1995) showed that Pluto’s
resonant orbit with Neptune could be taken as evidence for Neptune’s out-
ward migration.

Planetesimal-driven migration likely took place in the early Solar Sys-
tem. It was originally suggested (Levison and Stewart, 2001; Gomes et al.,
2005) that migration was delayed in order to explain the LHB (Late Heavy
Bombardment), an apparent spike in the bombardment in the inner Solar
System (Tera et al., 1974; Gomes et al., 2005; Morbidelli et al., 2012; Marchi
et al., 2012; Bottke et al., 2012). Constraints on the collisional grinding of
the outer disk indicate, however, that there probably was no delay and mi-
gration started no later than 100 Myr after the gas disk dispersal (Nesvorný
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et al., 2018). Lunar craters were probably produced by impactors from the
terrestrial planet region (Morbidelli et al., 2018).

The timescale of planetesimal-driven migration can be constrained from
the structure of the asteroid and Kuiper belts. If Jupiter’s planetesimal-
driven migration were slow, secular resonances would produce a large popu-
lation of asteroids on highly inclined orbits (i > 15◦ Morbidelli et al., 2010;
Walsh and Morbidelli, 2011), and would destabilize the orbits of the terres-
trial planets (Brasser et al., 2009; Agnor and Lin, 2012). The absence of any
large high-i population in the present asteroid belt indicates that Jupiter’s
(and Saturn’s) migration was fast (e-folding time τ < 1 Myr). In contrast,
the distribution of orbital inclinations in the Kuiper belt is broad, reaching
above 30◦. This implies that Neptune’s migration was slow (with e-folding
time τ > 5 Myr, Nesvorný, 2015). This is a problem because the migration
timescales of Jupiter and Neptune cannot be so different, as they are both
linked to the outer disk mass (more massive disks produce faster migration;
Gomes et al., 2004).

The tension between asteroid and Kuiper belt constraints can be resolved
if a dynamical instability took place. This idea is sometimes called the Nice
model because it was first developed in Nice, France (Tsiganis et al., 2005).
Its most recent incarnation is sometimes called the Jumping Jupiter model.

The current paradigm for the giant planet instability is as follows (see
Nesvorný, 2018, for a review). The giant planets likely emerged from the
gaseous disk in a multi-resonant chain, a generic outcome of planet-disk inter-
actions (e.g. Morbidelli et al., 2007). Jupiter and Saturn were either in 3:2 or
2:1 resonance (Pierens et al., 2014). An outer disk of planetesimals extended
out past 30 au and contained a total of ∼ 15 − 20M⊕. The instability may
have been triggered by a resonance between a pair of migrating planets (see
Levison et al., 2011; Deienno et al., 2017; Nesvorný, 2018; Quarles and Kaib,
2019), although it is possible that the giant planet system was unstable on
its own (meaning that interactions with the planetesimal disk may not have
been the trigger of instability – Ribeiro de Sousa et al., 2019, although the
initial conditions, and thus the formation models, are critical in determin-
ing self-instability timescales). While the exact timing of the instability is
unknown, it almost certainly took place within 100 Myr of CAIs (Nesvorný
et al., 2018; Mojzsis et al., 2019). During the instability at least one ice
giant was scattered by Jupiter and likely ejected (meaning the Solar System
likely formed 1-2 extra ice giants Nesvorný, 2011; Nesvorný and Morbidelli,
2012; Batygin, 2012). The semimajor axis of Jupiter nearly instantaneously
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changed during the scattering event and the secular resonances jumped from
>3.5 au to ∼ 2 au (this is the ‘jumping Jupiter’ variant of the Nice model).
This resolves the problem with the high-i population because the ν16 reso-
nance never spent too much time between 2 and 3.5 au (Morbidelli et al.,
2010). The instability can also explain why Jupiter has a significant orbital
eccentricity (proper e = 0.044). The outer planetesimal disk was destabi-
lized, and the Oort cloud and Kuiper belt were populated (Levison et al.,
2008; Brasser and Morbidelli, 2013; Nesvorný, 2015). As the last dregs of
the planetesimal disk were cleared giant planets reached their present-day
orbital configuration. In summary, the planetesimal-driven migration could
have been slow as required from the Kuiper belt constraints, but the jump-
ing Jupiter instability is needed for the asteroid belt (see Nesvorný, 2015;
Deienno et al., 2017).

3.4.2. Implantation of D-types from the trans-Neptunian disk

During the gaseous disk phase, the giant planets’ growth and migration
acted to implant bodies from ∼5-20 au into the asteroid belt (see discussion
in Sect. 3). A second stage of implantation followed after the gas disk
dispersed, as a consequence of the giant planet instability.

By examining simulations of the original giant planet instability model,
Levison et al. (2009) noticed that a fraction of outer disk planetesimals ended
on stable orbits in the asteroid belt. They hypothesized that planetesimals
were captured and subsequently released from migrating resonances with
Jupiter, leaving planetesimals on low-e orbits in the main belt. The results
suggested that the implanted population could be huge, some ∼ 1-2 or-
ders in magnitude larger than the current population of main-belt asteroids.
Vokrouhlický et al. (2016) used a large statistical sample (effectively ∼ 109

bodies) to revisit this issue. Using the best migration/instability models from
Nesvorný and Morbidelli (2012), they confirmed the general process of im-
plantation proposed by Levison et al. (2009) but implanted a smaller fraction
of the outer disk planetesimals. Vokrouhlický et al. (2016) assumed the outer
disk to start with ∼ 5× 107 bodies with D > 100 km and a Trojan-like size
distribution for D < 100 km (differential power law index q ≃ 2). Figure 7
shows the orbital distribution of asteroids captured in the simulations from
Vokrouhlický et al. (2016).

The outer disk planetesimals are thought to be represented by P/D types
in asteroid taxonomy. This is because simulations of the giant planet in-
stability also explain Jupiter’s Trojan asteroids – which are predominantly
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Figure 7: Population of asteroids captured from the outer planetesimal disk (right) in
the giant planet instability simulations of Vokrouhlický et al. (2016), compared with the
actual distribution of all numbered asteroids (left). The four innermost (red) particles
were implanted interior to the 3:1 resonance with Jupiter. The rectangle/polygon in the
right panels indicates the population of particles captured in Kozai states (for details, see
Vokrouhlický et al., 2016).
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D/P types – as captured outer disk planetesimals (Morbidelli et al., 2005;
Nesvorný et al., 2013). By comparing the implanted population with the
main belt P/D-types, Vokrouhlický et al. (2016) found that: (1) the num-
ber of large P/D bodies implanted in the model matches observations, but
(2) the population of implanted P/D bodies with D ∼ 10 km is roughly 10
times larger than observed. Vokrouhlický et al. (2016) argued that collisional
grinding, thermal destruction of bodies before their implantation and/or re-
moval of small bodies by the Yarkovsky effect would resolve this issue. This
remains to be demonstrated. The implantation hypothesis described here
raises an interesting possibility that some D-type Near-Earth Asteroids, po-
tential targets of sample-return space missions, are compositionally related
to Kuiper belt objects.

3.4.3. Dynamical excitation and depletion

The giant planet instability’s effect on the asteroid belt depends on the
belt’s initial distribution and the exact evolution of the planets. A common
assumption is that the primordial asteroid belt was massive and dynamically
cold, in contrast with the present-day belt’s low mass and excited orbits
(see Sect. 1.1). However, it is entirely possible that the primordial belt
was already depleted and that a weaker instability could still explain the
present-day belt.

Recent studies have simulated the dynamics of the inner Solar System
during and after the giant planet instability. Roig and Nesvorný (2015) mod-
eled the asteroid belt’s dynamical evolution during the instability including
just the giant planets, and Nesvorný et al. (2017) extended this analysis to
also include the terrestrial planets, assuming them to be fully-formed at the
time of instability. Both treated the asteroids as massless test particles ini-
tially spread across a broad range of parameters space (a, e and i) without
specifying the initial mass. Instead, the asteroid orbits were propagated over
4.5 Gyr and matched against the present asteroid belt. The results were used
to estimate of the overall depletion and the initial mass. A small number
of orbital histories for the giant planets were carefully selected from a vast
number of simulations (Nesvorný and Morbidelli, 2012) to match various So-
lar System constraints (e.g., the outer planet orbits, Kuiper belt, planetary
satellites, Jupiter Trojans). The planets’ migration histories were strictly
controlled to only consider orbital evolutions compatible with constraints.
Both studies accounted for the effects of an additional ice giant whose orbit
may have briefly (∼10,000 yr) overlapped with the asteroid belt during the
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Figure 8: A comparison of the orbital distribution of D > 30 km main belt asteroids
(histograms) with the distribution from simulations by Nesvorný et al. (2017) of asteroid
belt sculpting during the giant planet instability and for an additional 4.5 Gyr (red lines).

instability. The selected migration/instability models were compatible with
the dynamical structure of the terrestrial planets, including the excited orbit
of Mercury (Roig et al., 2016). Thus, whereas the terrestrial planet system
is in general fragile and susceptible to excessive dynamical excitation during
planetary migration and instability (Agnor and Lin, 2012; Kaib and Cham-
bers, 2016), the cases considered in Roig and Nesvorný (2015) and Nesvorný
et al. (2017) did not have this problem.

Figure 8 shows the final distribution of simulated asteroids, which pro-
vide a good match to the present-day belt. Roig and Nesvorný (2015) and
Nesvorný et al. (2017) did not find a difference in the final orbital distribution
of asteroids as a function of the timing of the instability. In their setup there
was not much difference between the effects of dynamical depletion over ∼4.5
Gyr (for the early instability) or over ∼4 Gyr (for the late instability). The
early instability led to a slightly smaller number of asteroids surviving at
the present time, because the dynamical erosion with Jupiter on its current
orbit has more time available. The original (i.e., at the time of the solar
nebula dispersal) inclination distribution of main belt asteroids was inferred
to have been relatively narrow with a great majority of bodies starting with
i < 20◦ (Roig and Nesvorný, 2015). This is because objects starting with
i > 20◦ would have survived, but a large population of main belt asteroids
with i > 20◦ does not exist today (Morbidelli et al., 2010). The nominal
Grand Tack model produces an inclination distribution that is slightly too
wide to satisfy this constraint (Deienno et al., 2016) but it is possible that
a minor modification of the original Grand Tack model would yield a more
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satisfactory result.
The original eccentricity distribution is less well constrained because plan-

ets act, though overlapping orbital resonances, to erode the population of
high-e objects. For example, Deienno et al. (2016) showed that the broad
eccentricity distribution produced by the Grand Tack model would erode
toward a final state similar to the present asteroid belt. Indeed, Roig and
Nesvorný (2015) favored cases where the belt was at least slightly excited in
eccentricities before the planetary migration/instability happened. Minton
and Malhotra (2011) considered the eccentricity evolution of asteroids dur-
ing planetary migration (without instability) and found that either the belt
was initially dynamically cold and Jupiter/Saturn migrated fast, or the belt
was dynamically hot and Jupiter/Saturn migrated slow. It is not clear what
the meaning of this result is in the jumping Jupiter paradigm. Finally, Dei-
enno et al. (2018) showed that a subset of jumping Jupiter models with
more chaotic evolution of Jupiter and Saturn can strongly excite the main
belt. The mechanism demonstrated in Deienno et al. (2018) is similar to the
chaotic excitation mechanism of Izidoro et al. (2016) discussed in Sect. 3.3;
it relies on secular excitation of asteroids by Jupiter and Saturn while their
orbits are themselves in flux during the instability.

The degree of depletion of the belt remains an area of contention. Nesvorný
et al. (2017) found that ∼20% of the original population of asteroids (starting
at ∼2-3.5 au) would survive in the main belt today. This estimate applies
to the model of planetary migration/instability that best satisfies Solar Sys-
tem constraints, includes the dynamical erosion of the asteroid belt over 4.5
Gyr, and treats the asteroids as test particles. Models without planetary mi-
gration/instability indicate larger surviving fractions. For example, Minton
and Malhotra (2011) estimated that ∼50% of main belt asteroids would have
survived since ∼ 1 Myr after the establishment of the current Solar System
architecture. This is consistent with the results obtained in Nesvorný et al.
(2017) in the models without planetary migration/instability. Most removed
asteroids are therefore expected to be removed early.

A higher fraction (∼ 90%) of asteroids is removed during the instability
starting from the orbital distributions obtained from the Grand Tack model
(see Sect. 2.2.2) (Deienno et al., 2016). This is due to a large unstable
population of asteroids on high-e orbits. Still, this depletion factor is not
large enough to explain the main belt depletion, if the main belt started
massive. The combined depletion from the Grand Tack (99%) and subsequent
migration/instability would work, within an order of magnitude, to reduce an
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initially massive main belt to the present population (Deienno et al., 2016).
The asteroid belt depletion is not a problem if the asteroid belt started with
a low mass (see discussion in Sect. 4.1). It is interesting that the inner belt
(a < 2.5 au) contains ∼10 times less mass that the rest of the main belt
despite containing roughly one third of the orbital real estate. This can be
explained if the secular resonances such as ν6 and ν16 spent some time at
2-2.5 au and strongly depleted the inner belt, which indeed takes place in
the jumping-Jupiter model (Nesvorný et al., 2017).

Simulations in which the asteroids carry mass sometimes find larger deple-
tion factors than those that treat asteroids as massless test particles. Clement
et al. (2019) showed that depletion of up to 3-4 orders of magnitude is possi-
ble when taking into account the pre-excitation of the belt by self-stirring. A
caveat is that the pre-excitation in Clement et al. (2019) was probably an up-
per limit on the plausible range as it was driven by gravitational self-stirring
of very massive planetary embryos. In addition, the strongest depletion fac-
tors came from simulations that did not provide good matches to the Solar
System, for example with the giant planets on orbits that are much more ex-
cited or spread out than the actual ones. Yet depletion factors of two orders
of magnitude (∼99% of asteroids removed) were a common outcome among
systems that matched constraints. This also fits into models of terrestrial
planet formation, as Clement et al. (2018, 2019) showed that if the giant
planet instability took place early enough it could also explain the terrestrial
planets’ mass distribution (see Sect. 4).

What are we to make of the differences between models of the inferred
asteroid depletion during the giant planet instability? There are two fun-
damental differences between the studies. First, Roig and Nesvorný (2015),
Nesvorný et al. (2017) and Deienno et al. (2018) imposed a specific orbital
history for the giant planets that was drawn from simulations of the insta-
bility itself that best matched constraints (Nesvorný and Morbidelli, 2012).
They then studied the effects of the giant planets’ dynamics on the asteroids.
In contrast, Clement et al. (2019) did not prescribe the giant planets’ evolu-
tion but only triggered their instability, then simulated its effects. Second,
while Roig and Nesvorný (2015) and Nesvorný et al. (2017) treated the aster-
oids as massless test particles, Clement et al. (2019) treated them as massive
objects that interacted gravitationally with each other (assuming them to be
equal-mass and quite massive) and with the giant planets.

Dynamical instabilities are inherently chaotic. Infinitesimal changes in
the configuration of individual close encounters between planets may com-
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pletely change the outcome. There is no single evolution that can produce the
Solar System but rather a wide range of possible pathways. The studies of
Roig and Nesvorný (2015), Nesvorný et al. (2017) and Deienno et al. (2018)
only included giant planet evolutionary pathways that are consistent with
constraints such as avoiding the over-excitation of the asteroids and insuring
the survival of the (assumed to be already-formed) terrestrial planets. How-
ever, they only included a tiny subset of possible giant planet evolutionary
pathways. In contrast, Clement et al. (2019) sampled the effects of a much
broader range of instabilities, but that included many that were not consis-
tent with the present-day Solar System. The differences in outcome between
the studies show how sensitive the asteroid belt’s dynamics is to the exact
evolution of the giant planets during the instability. Each of these approaches
is valid: Roig and Nesvorný (2015), Nesvorný et al. (2017) and Deienno et al.
(2018)’s approach goes deep to study the detailed consequences of a small
number of plausible instabilities whereas Clement et al. (2019) goes wide and
captures the outcome of more general instabilities, essentially putting the
Solar System’s instability in a larger context.

The two sets of studies’ outcomes may in principle be reconciled by simply
taking into account the asteroid belt’s mass distribution. Imagine a scenario
in which the early asteroid belt included ten large planetary embryos that
contained 90% of the belt’s mass. In this idealized case, and assuming that
all ten embryos were lost during the instability, removal of 90% of objects
within the belt would produce a mass depletion of two orders of magnitude.

The mixing of asteroids in semimajor axis during the planetary migra-
tion/instability was insufficient (characteristic change ∆a < 0.1 au) to ex-
plain the compositional mixing of the asteroid belt (Roig and Nesvorný, 2015;
Clement et al., 2019). Compositional mixing therefore requires a stronger ef-
fect such as the ones discussed in Sect. 2. Collisional families that should
have formed during an intense period of collisional activity after the gas
nebula removal would have been dispersed (Brasil et al., 2016, 2017). The
dispersal of asteroid families in e and i is especially significant suggesting
that most ancient families cannot be identified by the usual clustering tech-
niques. The V-shape method seems to be more promising (Delbo’ et al.,
2017). Minton and Malhotra (2009) identified gaps just outside the 5:2, 7:3
and 2:1 resonances and explained them by invoking a dynamical model with
fast migration of Jupiter (one e-fold ≃0.5 Myr; no instability). The gaps
are created in their model when orbital resonances with Jupiter move inward
and remove objects in their path. It may be difficult to obtain the same
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result with the jumping-Jupiter model where resonances jump to their final
locations.

3.4.4. Effect of Jupiter and Saturn’s final migration phase

A common shortcoming of models for inner Solar System formation is
that they produce too many high-inclination asteroids in the inner main
belt (O’Brien et al., 2007; Morbidelli et al., 2010; Walsh and Morbidelli, 2011;
Roig and Nesvorný, 2015; Deienno et al., 2016, 2018; Clement et al., 2018,
2019). Clement et al. (2020) showed that this deficit may be a signature of the
final phase of migration of Jupiter and Saturn. This phase took place after the
giant planets’ instability, as the last remnants of the outer planetesimal disk
were scattered away, causing the giant planets’ orbits to slowly spread apart.
This phase left an imprint on the asteroid belt via the ν6 secular resonance,
where asteroids’ orbits precess at the same rate as Saturn. The ν6 is a
function of asteroid semimajor axis, eccentricity and inclination (Morbidelli
and Henrard, 1991). In the inner main belt, the ν6 is located at ∼ 10− 15◦

in inclination. Asteroids that fall in the ν6 are removed by being driven to
high enough eccentricity to collide with the Sun (Gladman et al., 1997).

Saturn’s current precession rate is 28.22 arc seconds per year. Figure 9
(left panel) shows how Saturn’s precession rate would have evolved during
its last phase of migration, as it distanced itself from Jupiter. As Jupiter
and Saturn’s orbits spread apart, Saturn’s precession rate naturally slowed.
However, after reaching a minimum of 26 arcsec yr−1 its precession rate sped
back up as it approached the 5:2 mean motion resonance with Jupiter (Milani
and Knezevic, 1990; Morbidelli and Henrard, 1991). The right-hand panel of
Fig. 9 shows the distribution of asteroid precession rates. No asteroids can
survive long at the same precession rate as Saturn because that would put
them in the unstable ν6 secular resonance. If Saturn had always maintained
its current orbit, then there should be a narrow gap in the distribution with no
asteroids having precession rates of 28.2 arcsec yr−1. Clement et al. (2020)
interpreted the large empty swath at precession rates between 26 and 28
arcsec yr−1 as evidence that Saturn’s precession rate had swept between
those values during its final phase of migration.

The asteroids that were destabilized during the final phase of migration
– with precession rates within that empty range – include those on high-
inclination orbits in the inner parts of the main belt. Taking the final phase
of migration into account reconciles models of inner Solar System dynamics
(that did not force the giant planets to end up on their exact current orbits)
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Figure 9: How Jupiter and Saturn’s final phase of migration shaped the asteroid belt (from
Clement et al., 2020). Left: Saturn’s orbital precession rate as a function of its separa-
tion from Jupiter. During the final phase of planetesimal scattering, Saturn moved away
from Jupiter (from left to right in the figure). The black dot represents the present-day
configuration. Right: Precession rates of known asteroids as a function of semimajor
axis (from Knežević and Milani, 2003). The horizontal lines denote the minimum and
maximum precession frequencies from the left panel. The fact that almost no asteroids
have precession rates within that range is evidence that they were dynamically removed
by the ν6 secular resonance with Saturn during the giant planets’ migration. The grouping
of asteroids near 3.1 au that span the gap represents the Euphrosyne family (Novaković
et al., 2011) that is dynamically spreading due to the Yarkovsky effect (e.g. Bottke et al.,
2001).
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with the orbital structure of the present-day belt (Clement et al., 2020).

4. Discussion

We now discuss how the dynamical mechanisms described in Sections
2 and 3 fit in a larger context. Different combinations of processes form
the basis of three global models that each broadly match the Solar System:
the Low-mass Asteroid belt, Grand Tack, and Early Instability models (see
Fig. 10 and extensive discussion in Raymond et al., 2018). These models are
not mutually exclusive. For example, a Grand Tack-like migration of Jupiter
and Saturn could have preceded an early giant planet instability. Likewise,
a pre-depleted asteroid belt would be consistent with an early instability.

In Sect. 4.1 we discuss how different combinations of processes can match
the asteroid belt constraints laid out in Sect. 1.1, how they compare with
global models of Solar System formation, and open questions. To conclude
we discuss the likely evolutionary paths of Vesta and Ceres (Sect. 4.2).

4.1. Mechanisms that match the asteroid belt constraints

Let us consider combinations of dynamical processes that can explain the
observed asteroid belt. Based on current thinking, there are three plausible
assumptions for the asteroid belt’s initial mass distribution. The first is that
the belt started with an Earth-mass or more in planetesimals. The second
is that the belt was born low in mass, with perhaps a few percent of an
Earth-mass in planetesimals. The third is that no planetesimals ever formed
within the belt. In this subsection we discuss how the present-day belt could
have been sculpted starting from each of these starting assumptions. We
will focus on three constraints: the asteroid belt’s very low mass, its orbital
excitation, and its compositional diversity (see Sect. 1.1).

A high-mass primordial asteroid belt requires a depletion of at least three
orders of magnitude to match the current one. The asteroids likely started
out on dynamically cold orbits. Self-stirring by planetary embryos within the
belt (in the framework of the classical model of terrestrial planet formation)
has been shown to deplete the belt by roughly two orders of magnitude (see
Sect. 3.1). However, for self-stirring to match the asteroid eccentricity and
inclination distribution requires such a large mass in asteroidal embryos that
simulations cannot avoid producing Mars analogs that are far more massive
than the real planet (the so-called ’small Mars’ problem), and often stranding
Mars-mass embryos in the belt (see Sect. 3.3). Jupiter’s inward-then-outward
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Figure 10: Cartoon of three current global models for Solar System formation, each of
which invokes different processes to explain the asteroid belt. In the Grand Tack model
the asteroid belt is depleted by Jupiter’s migration, then re-populated by objects from
different regions (Walsh et al., 2011, 2012; O’Brien et al., 2014). In the Low-mass asteroid

belt model (e.g. Hansen, 2009; Dra̧żkowska et al., 2016) the asteroids are implanted from
both the terrestrial planet-forming and giant planet regions (Bottke et al., 2006; Raymond
and Izidoro, 2017a,b). In the Early Instability model (Clement et al., 2018, 2019), the belt
is depleted and excited by the giant planets’ instability. Adapted from Raymond et al.
(2018).
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migration in the Grand Tack model can deplete the belt sufficiently and also
explain the belt’s compositional and orbital structure (see Sect. 2.2.2). Its
main weakness is that it is unclear whether long-range outward migration can
be sustained when gas accretion is taken into account. A third mechanism for
strongly depleting the asteroid belt is a violent giant planet instability, which
may also explain the belt’s excitation (Sect. 3.4). In this case, implantation
during giant planet growth would be needed to match the belt’s composi-
tional structure (see Sect. 2.1). However, it remains to be seen whether a
strong enough instability to deplete the belt by 3 orders of magnitude can
remain consistent with the Solar System as a whole.

A low-mass primordial asteroid belt would only need to be depleted by
an order of magnitude to match the current one. Such depletion is a nat-
ural consequence of a relatively gentle giant planet instability (Sect. 3.4).
The terrestrial planets’ masses and orbits are reproduced if they accreted
from a narrow annulus initially located between the orbits of Venus and
Earth (Hansen, 2009; Kaib and Cowan, 2015; Walsh and Levison, 2016; Ray-
mond and Izidoro, 2017b; Clement et al., 2019; Deienno et al., 2019). The
C-types would have been implanted during the giant planets’ growth (Sect.
2.1) or migration (Sect. 2.2). A Grand Tack-like migration of Jupiter and
Saturn (Sect. 2.2.2) or purely inward migration of the giant planets is con-
sistent with a low-mass primordial belt (Sect. 2.2.3). Some planetesimals
from the terrestrial region would still be implanted (Sect. 3.2), which would
especially be needed in a Grand Tack scenario given Jupiter’s strong deple-
tion of asteroidal planetesimals during migration. The asteroids’ orbits could
have been excited by chaotic phase in the giant planets’ orbits (Sect. 3.3) or
possibly during the giant planet instability (Sect. 3.4.2).

An empty primordial asteroid belt must be dynamically populated rather
than depleted. The C-types would naturally be implanted from the Jupiter-
Saturn region and beyond during the giant planets’ growth (Sect. 2.1) and
migration (Sect. 2.2). The D-types would have been implanted during the
giant planet instability (Sect. 3.4.1), regardless of the belt’s initial mass. As
for a low-mass asteroid belt, the terrestrial planets are reproduced if they
grew from a narrow annulus. Although implantation of planetesimals from
the terrestrial region into the belt is efficient enough to explain the S-types
(Sect. 3.2), it remains to be seen whether this process is consistent with
cosmochemical constraints. The asteroid orbits – in particular the C-types’
– could have been excited by the giant planets during a chaotic phase (Sect.
3.3) or the giant planet instability (Sect. 3.4.2).
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Moving forward, there remain three central uncertainties for models of
the asteroid belt’s origin and dynamical evolution. First, the initial mass
distribution of the belt in large planetesimals remains. Studies of planetesi-
mal formation in evolving disks (e.g. Dra̧żkowska et al., 2016; Carrera et al.,
2017; Dra̧żkowska and Dullemond, 2018) and of the interpretation of dust
rings in planet-forming disks (e.g. ALMA Partnership et al., 2015; Andrews
et al., 2016, 2018) will address this in the coming years. Two other uncer-
tainties are related to the giant planets’ orbital evolution. The degree to
which – and in what direction – the giant planets and their cores migrated
has a strong impact on the early depletion or implantation and excitation of
the belt (see Sect. 2.2). This issue will continue to be addressed with hydro-
dynamical simulations that include realistic prescriptions for gas accretion.
Finally, simulations of the giant planet instability show a spectrum of out-
comes (Sect. 3.4.2); limiting which pathways are plausible will constrain the
belt’s excitation and depletion, and feed back on the belt’s starting mass.

Future constraints will come from continually-improving numerical simu-
lations and observations. Upcoming large surveys such as LSST will improve
the size and quality of asteroid data. Some of the most helpful constraints are
those that are not anticipated. For example, Dermott et al. (2018) showed
that the entire inner asteroid belt may come from just a handful of parent
bodies. What this represents in terms of the asteroids’ origin and dynamical
evolution is not immediately clear.

4.2. The dynamical histories of Ceres and Vesta

We now turn our attention to Ceres and Vesta, the targets of the Dawn

spacecraft (Russell et al., 2016). They are the two most massive asteroids and
between them comprise more than 40% of the belt’s total mass. While Ceres
and Vesta currently occupy relatively close orbits, it is likely that they formed
in vastly different environments in different parts of the Sun’s protoplanetary
disk.

Ceres has long been thought to be rich in water ice (e.g. Lebofsky et al.,
1981; Fanale and Salvail, 1989; McCord and Sotin, 2005). Dawn confirmed
this view and detected a number of volatile species including water ice (e.g.
Küppers et al., 2014; Nathues et al., 2015; Bland et al., 2016; Prettyman et al.,
2017; De Sanctis et al., 2017). Carbonaceous chondrites appear to be the
closest meteorite analogs to Ceres (despite some differences – Milliken and
Rivkin, 2009; Bland et al., 2016; McSween et al., 2018; Marchi et al., 2019, ;
see also Chapters 7 and 8). The Dawn spacecraft also detected ammoniated
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phyllosilicates, are thought to have an outer Solar System origin (de Sanctis
et al., 2015). This evidence suggests that Ceres may been implanted by the
same dynamical processes that are thought to have implanted the C-type
asteroids (to our knowledge, the idea that Ceres was implanted from the
outer Solar System was first proposed by McKinnon, 2008). During the
giant planets’ gas accretion, planetesimals from the Jupiter-Saturn region
and beyond were scattered and implanted into the outer parts of the belt, on
orbits that match the C-types’ (see Sect. 2.1). The distribution of implanted
Ceres-sized planetesimals has a broad peak at ∼ 2.7 au corresponding to
roughly half of Jupiter’s orbital radius (Raymond and Izidoro, 2017a). This
peak is a result of the dynamics of scattering by Jupiter. As a result of weak
gas drag felt by large planetesimals their orbits are slow to decouple from
Jupiter’s (by a drop in eccentricity and therefore aphelion) and so they are
scattered repeatedly. This creates a much broader distribution in the orbital
eccentricities and semimajor axes of large planetesimals, which is eroded from
the outside-in as objects with Jupiter-crossing orbits are eventually ejected.
This creates a broad peak at half of Jupiter’s orbital distance (at the time of
scattering), close to Ceres’ orbital position. Migration may also have played
a role; implantation into the outer main belt is a common outcome in the
both the Grand Tack model (Walsh et al., 2011, 2012) and in scenarios that
invoke inward migration of the giant planets (Raymond and Izidoro, 2017a;
Pirani et al., 2019).

Vesta is a large (D = 525 km) differentiated asteroid in the inner main
belt whose surface is extensively cratered (Marchi et al., 2012). Vesta’s
Oxygen isotopic composition does not fit within a clear Solar System gradi-
ent (∆17O ≈ -240 ppm, compared with zero and 320 ppm for Earth and Mars,
respectively; e.g. Clayton and Mayeda, 1996; Franchi et al., 1999; Scott, 2002;
Zhang et al., 2019). This argues that Vesta may have been scattered onto
its current orbit from closer to the Sun. Bottke et al. (2006) proposed that
Vesta was scattered out from the terrestrial planet-forming region. Multiple
studies have shown that this is dynamically plausible (Bottke et al., 2006;
Raymond and Izidoro, 2017b; Mastrobuono-Battisti and Perets, 2017, see
also Sect. 3.2). Future studies of Vesta’s detailed composition may further
constrain where in the planet-forming disk it could have accreted (e.g. Toplis
et al., 2013).

While their present-day orbits cross, Ceres and Vesta likely formed many
astronomical units apart. The Jupiter-Saturn region represents the source
for most C-types and therefore Ceres’ most likely formation region (McKin-
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non, 2008; Walsh et al., 2011; Raymond and Izidoro, 2017a). If Vesta was
implanted from closer-in then its most likely formation distance is exterior to
Earth’s orbit, perhaps at ∼ 1.5 au, because the implantation rate is higher
for objects originating near Mars’ orbit than Earth’s (Bottke et al., 2006;
Raymond and Izidoro, 2017b). In addition, the collisional environment at
that distance was less violent than at Earth’s orbit (Bottke et al., 2006).

On a dynamical note, Ceres and Vesta’s have a non-negligible probability
of collision in the future (a probability of roughly 0.2% per Gyr; Laskar et al.,
2011). In fact, orbital chaos induced by close encounters between Ceres and
Vesta is the limiting factor in predicting the long-term future evolution of
the terrestrial planets’ orbits. Thus, in addition to providing insights on our
Solar System’s early history, Ceres and Vesta prevent us from seeing our
distant future.
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